Can we create a fitting “front door” for Old St Mary’s, the oldest church in Cincinnati and our OTR Treasure? What kind of a multi-functional “public space” should OTR have for hosting events at 13th and Main? How can St Mary’s Square become an even better urban “place”?
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OVER-THE-RHINE ST MARY’S SQUARE CHARRETTE
Community Visioning Session for Place Making at 13th and Main
Sunday, June 12th, 2016 10-5pm
Please join residents, merchants, and designers under a tent at Second Sunday for a hands-on workshop to illustrate potential improvements to this historic space
Contact Seth Maney seth@urbansites.com or frank.russell@uc.edu

Charrette Follow-Up
Public Participation

Community Inputs

Design Team

Second Sunday on Main

Hands-on Design

3D Model

Design Team
Image Responses

210 Responses

Shades | Seatings | Lights | Colors | Art Objects
Image Responses

Distinguished Paving | Lighting | Community Space | Programs | Activities
Image Responses

Colorful Elements | Playful | Landscaping & Softscape | Food Truck | Bike Racks
Innovative Seating & Lighting | Landscaping | Flexible Spaces
Design Inputs

40 Inputs

Design Concepts

PUBLIC SPACE DESIGN CONCEPTS

STREET DESIGN CONCEPTS
Design Concepts

PUBLIC SPACE DESIGN CONCEPTS

- Redesigning Adjacent Building
- See Through Event Space
- Lower Building Height

- Keeping the Plaza/ Street at Same Level
- Barrier Free Movement
- Pedestrian Right-Of-Way

- Elevated Floor-Beer Garden
- Raised Beer Garden
- Raised Garden/ Event Space

Parking Below
Design Concepts
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Flexible Event Space
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Flexible Event Space

Plaza Design

Seating Fountain
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Flexible Event Space

Plaza Design
Seating Fountain

Distinguished Plaza Identity

Archways & Trellises
STREET DESIGN CONCEPTS

One-Way Lane
Design Concepts
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One-Way Lane

Distinguishable Square Intersection
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Broadening Sidewalk Infront of the Church
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- One-Way Lane
- Distinguishable Square Intersection
- Broadening Sidewalk Infront of the Church
- Pedestrian Only 13th Street
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One-Way Lane

Distinguishable Square Intersection

Broadening Sidewalk Infront of the Church
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Distinguishable Paving
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STREET DESIGN CONCEPTS

One-Way Lane

Distinguishable Square Intersection

Broadening Sidewalk Infront of the Church

Pedestrian Only 13th Street

Distinguishable Paving

Archways Over Main Street & 13th Street
THANK YOU!